The development of an EVEHD
volunteer – a Turkish story
Volunteering is not in the nature of some
countries in the expanding European Union. In
Turkey and Romania, the work ethic is
extremely high and the people very productive
and efficient but giving time and labour for free
is a pretty new idea unless there is a religious
or family connction. Pamukkale University runs
a teacher training unit and the development of
the concept of volunteering is important to
them – especially regarding the ongoing
discovery of heritage and the giving of some
kind of community ownership to local heritage.
Ege e Kıra at laodicea on the ancient silk road through modern-day Turkey
In EVEHD Pamukkale also wanted their volunteers and volunteer co-ordinators to work

alongside volunteers from other European countries and begin to see history from a more
rounded perspective. Of course all the countries of Europe have their own angle and version
of history but for Turkey especially – so full of Greek and Roman history and heritage, it was
important for volunteers to learn a wider picture of the Roman Empire for example and also
to realise that they were stronglky linked into European as well as Asian culture
Ege e Kıra volunteered during EVEHD in Germany and Slovakia, he takes up the story...

“I can admit this project which is seemingly simple but contains many different missions to
gain new horizons inside, is very effective. Gathering many people with different beliefs and
characters is meaningful and linking people that grow with different ideas and from different
geographies demonstrates that the project has clear benefit. I would say as a person who
joined both Turkish, German and Slovakian
actions of the project, recognition of
different cultures and learning something
about them was beneficial; on behalf of
developing and recognizing myself in the
community, the project provided many
benefits. It was good as well to be
beneficial to the region and people that we
visited.
Egemen with some personal discoveries
When we arrived in Germany, from landing
at the airport till returning home, the
interest and relevance of the host project
participants was extremely nice.

Friendships that we obtained from different countries were very contributing for us. In the
remaining time from project works we had lots of conversations and we have acquired
information about the lifestyle and citizens in their countries.
Social activities (citytour, evening activities, hiking) as well as the project works on
restoration and archaelogical excavations have increased our individual dependence and
ownership motivation of project. Our project supplied great benefits for both cultural and
social aspects that are personal to me. I present my thanks to those who contributed to the
project .
In the German action of the
EVEHD project, two different
working groups were constituted.
I wanted to work in the
archaelogical excavations team
that always interested me and
eventually had the opportunity
then I put my name to that
group. Everyday after breakfast
we were going to the excavation
area that is a bit far from the
hotel and we were excavating
with friends and felloe volunteers
that came from other countries. We collected materials found in area in a vessel and tried to
clean them. Of course, we would not be a hero after finishing the excavation in a few days
but I always felt the happiness of doing something useful during the time we worked there.
We were not unaware of other work
and heritage discovery going
on. When we returned to the hotel,
in conversation with friends those
working in fountain restoration we
were getting information about their
works and how many levels they
were progressing everyday and what
they were doing. It was clear from
what was told that their work was
very entertaining and beneficial, such
as ours was.
After finishing studies we had the opportunity both to visit restoration area and our working
region, collectively. Eventually we saw the fountain (holy well), that participating friends
from other contries told us by portraying, ourselves. We drank water from restorated
fountain and listened to its story and other friends found the chance to visit both our
excavation area and the museum town when they came to our working area. Everyone was
helpful, everyone has learned something, and everyone was happy .

The importance for EVEHD
Ege e Kıra
as i ol ed i three of the si dis o eri g heritage a tio s – in Turkey,
Germany and Slovakia. Each time he met and worked with many new heritage volunteers
and each time he left Turkey he brought a new Turkish volunteer with him. The continuity
was important because he was really able to grow into his volunteering role and now is
firmly a ambassador for heritage volunteering in Turkey. He understands more about
European history and therefore Turkish / Ottoman history and has a clearer idea of what
bei g a Europea is a out. He dis o ered Gree Me , Turkish s ords, Turkish ords
enshrined in Slovak language, even where local hid in cave houses from the invading
Ottoman army .... and many other things during his volunteering; he also made many
volunteer friends who share his interest in history and archaeology. Egement also joined the
Roman Empire History Group.
Another link between the three
actions was that all involved the
restoration of a holy well or
sacred water source. Reverence
and dependence on water is
common throughout all cultures
and by taking part in all, Egemen
had that fact reinforced – aklso
that we should be as careful and
industrious with precious water
as our ancestors were.
Egemen in Slovakia, excavating
the Bronze Age (Hatvan culture),
restoring a holy well and
discovering cave houses

B joi i g the ‘o a E pire Histor Group, Ege e s
interest and international engagement continues. His
interest in mosaics (right) and what they depict is
important because Turkey has many still undiscovered or
unrecorded / analysed examples. Who knows, one day
Egemen might get involved in community engagement in
the rich tradition and heritage of mosaics?

